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1 Survey examines new hotel guest expectations.https://www.hotelmanagement.net/operate/survey-examines 
new-hotel-guest-expectations

Guest expectations are changing rapidly, and casino operators are 
looking for new technologies designed to meet the needs of evolving 
guest demands. According to Metova’s fall 2020 hospitality survey, 
78% of respondents have avoided staying in a hotel, casino, or resort 
specifically due to COVID-19.1 According to the report, "90% say it is very 
or extremely important that the facility they stay at enforces COVID-19 
safety policies.”

The impact of the pandemic has further amplified the challenge and the 
urgency for casinos to connect their team to collaborate on the guest 
experience or face being left behind. There is indication  that changes are 
here to stay amongst guests—82% of casino guests feel that COVID-19 
will bring about changes to the onsite lodging experience that will last 
well into the future.1 

Several areas of improvement are especially critical in these times as 
consumers want experiences that include speedy service, knowledgeable 
team members, and standardized policies. Leading casino operators 
aren’t just taking steps to ensure that guests receive exceptional service 
from on-property team members, they are also implementing digital 
transformation strategies that will bring long-term results that include 
enhancing efficiencies, lowering costs, and improving profit margins.

Can You Keep UpCan You Keep Up
with the Pace of Evolving  with the Pace of Evolving  
Guest Expectations?Guest Expectations?
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82%
of casino 
guests feel 
the COVID-19 
pandemic will 
bring about 
changes to 
the onsite 
lodging 
experience 
that will last 
well into the 
future.
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How Have Casino Guests Changed?

To enable on-property team members to achieve a high level of service differentiation that enhances 
the guest  experience, casino operators are implementing voice-activated mobile technology to solve 
the problem of disconnected communication that exists between on-property team members and 
leadership.

This e-book explores five reasons why casino operators should invest in AI-enabled voice technology, 
and how Theatro’s as-a-service platform combines the advantages of a voice-controlled mobile 
computer and new workforce-optimized apps to transform the casino experience.

2 https://www.hotelmanagement.net/operate/survey-examines-new-hotel-guest-expectations

90%
say it is very or extremely 
important that the facility 
they stay at enforces 
COVID-19 safety policies2

68%
have avoided staying in a 
hotel, casino or resort 
specifically due to COVID-192

“And not only are these 
technologies a deciding 
factor when a customer has 
the choice to pick one hotel, 
casino or resort over another, 
but the overall desire for 
them is here to stay.” 2
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Five Reasons Why Casinos  Five Reasons Why Casinos  
Should Invest in AI Should Invest in AI 
Voice TechnologyVoice Technology

3 Experience is everything: Here’s how to get it right. https://www.pwc.com/us/en/advisory-services/publications/consumer-  
  intelligence-series/pwc-consumer-intelligence-series-guest-experience.pdf#page=12
4 Source: https://www.theatro.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/competitor-checklist.pdf
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Nearly 80% of American consumers say that speed, convenience, knowledgeable 
help, and friendly service are the most important elements of a positive guest 
experience.3 The frontline of your business, your team members, have a significant 
impact on the success of your brand.

It’s important the frontline is equipped with the right tools to do the job—serve 
guests better and faster to increase playtime, share of wallet, and promote
more frequent casino visits—which is why enabling them with technology that  
connects them to the people and information is critical.

Highlighted below are five reasons why a smart voice-enabled IoT solution is 
a sound investment for casino operators looking to boost performance on the 
casino floor.

In today’s fast-paced and ever-evolving environment, the capabilities of walkie-
talkies are falling short with crowded radio channels and lost communication. 
More importantly, they cannot connect property teams with the enterprise and 
critical back-of-the-house systems, resulting in a disjointed and disconnected 
team that’s unable to pivot or handle the variability in guest demands.

Voice-controlled mobile communications reduces in-ear chatter that often is 
confusing or ignored causing associates to miss messages. Connected teams 
are informed teams, with Theatro associates saving on average 12% of their 
time due to improved communication.4 Savings in time mean increased business 
efficiencies and better performance overall.

Traditional methods like walkie-talkies 
and overhead paging systems are no 
longer effective

Connected Connected 
teams are teams are 
informed teams, informed teams, 
with Theatrowith Theatro
team members team members 
saving  on averagesaving  on average

12%
of their time due of their time due 
to improved to improved 
communication.communication.
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DID YOU KNOW?

4.5 to 6 minutes4.5 to 6 minutes
is the average wait time
for guests to receive 
information.6
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5 Source: https://www.salesforce.com/resources/articles/customer-expectations/?sfdc-redirect=369 
6 Source: Theatro Benchmark Data

76% of customers expect consistent interactions across departments, 
yet 54% say it generally feels like sales, service, and marketing teams 
don’t share information.5 This includes knowledge of other casino-related 
information such as game payouts and loyalty card program information. 
While guests expect to have knowledgeable team members available when 
they need them, the reality is that not everyone is an expert on all things. 
Additionally, labor budgets do not allow for “experts” to be staffed during 
all open hours across all departments. The best in voice-controlled IoT 
investment today gives team members real-time access to knowledge 
directly in their ear. Guests can place their trust in a casino’s team members 
and get the service they need.

The on-property experience has changed for most businesses, and 
responsiveness to guest inquiries is critical. Guests have a very short time 
limit when requesting assistance and definitely do not appreciate being left 
alone while a team member wanders off to find the answer. Team members 
often are distracted by screens and need to be heads up and hands free to 
provide attentive service to guests.   

With a voice-controlled interface, team members are free to maintain eye 
contact throughout the interaction. Theatro enables casino operators to 
unlock the value of frontline teams by connecting them to the people and 
information they need to do their jobs.

2 You want your team members' eyes and 
attention on the guest

3 On-property expertise is essential to 
guests

The best in 
voice-controlled 
IoT investment 
today gives team gives team 
membersmembers
real-time access real-time access 
to knowledgeto knowledge
directly in their 
ear.

5 
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DID YOU KNOW?

They also spend an additional
3.5 hours3.5 hours on average a 
week processing updates and
critical communications to the 
entire team.7

7 Source: Theatro Benchmark Data

The best voice-controlled IoT solutions drive speed of service and remove 
the friction of on-property transactions. With the instant connection to 
people and information, guests can get assistance without team members 
walking away to find the information. Reporting insights provide feedback 
on performance and casino operators can now identify and reward 
departments that service guests quickly and help coach departments and 
team members to improve performance. With improved team member 
communication, your team members will be empowered to deliver 
exceptional service throughout your property, boosting guest satisfaction, 
loyalty, and playtime.

The unexpected speed and volume of operational change resulting from 
the Covid-19 pandemic has highlighted just how essential it is for casino 
operators to have a direct line of communications to on-property team 
members. Misalignment across departments and the property is problematic 
and creates inconsistencies in guest experience and overall property  
performance.

A connected team fosters better collaboration between executives, 
managers, and their teams, which means that casinos can operate with 
greater efficiency, increase playtime, and give guests attentive and speedy 
assistance. Team members no longer need to walk the floor looking for 
answers. Simple voice commands from connected team members are all 
that’s required to get information delivered at the speed of thought.

Simple voice Simple voice 
commandscommands
from connected 
team members 
are all that’s 
required to get 
information 
delivered atdelivered at
the speed ofthe speed of
thought.thought.

Reporting 
insights provide 
feedback on 
performance and 
casino operators 
can identify and identify and 
reward team reward team 
members that members that 
that provide that provide 
exceptional  exceptional  
guest service.guest service.

5 Enhancing the guest experience begins 
with superior guest service

4 Improving operational efficiency leads 
to increased guest satisfaction

6 



How Theatro Can HelpHow Theatro Can Help

Theatro unlocks casino’s greatest asset—the on-property team member—enabling 
them to provide fast and knowledgeable service on demand. Up to 91% of team 
members agree that Theatro helps them serve guests better.8 With Theatro, every 
on-property team member gains access to other team members, experts, and 
managers, making essential knowledge to doing their job accessible even on their 
first day.

Team members get the answers they need to help guests, while expertise
across the property grows with knowledge sharing. Productivity improves  
through immediate connection to expertise across the property and guests  
get a better experience.

8 Retail & Hospitality Leaders Empower Their Hourly Team members: Which Tool Is More Empowering for your Team members. https://
www.theatro.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/competitor-checklist.pdf

Up toUp to

91%
of team of team 
membersmembers
agree that agree that 
Theatro Theatro 
helps them helps them 
serve guests serve guests 
better.better.
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What Is Theatro?What Is Theatro?

Theatro is an as-a-service solution that brings together the advantages 
of IoT, wearables, and new workforce-optimized mobile voice apps 
to enable casino operators with a new breed of mobile solutions. It 
accelerates the casino digital transformation by connecting everyone 
to the enterprise.

As an end-to-end mobile platform, casino operators can immediately 
reap the operational benefits of a digitally connected enterprise 
workforce and Theatro’s as-a-service model.

Theatro accelerates Theatro accelerates 
the casino digital the casino digital 
transformation by transformation by 
connecting everyoneconnecting everyone
to the enterprise.to the enterprise.

• Take advantage of knowledgeable
   team members
•  Increase guest experience
•  Improved team accountability

On-Property Expertise

72% of Team 
Members

would be more likely to stay 
with an employer if given the 
right tools and technology9

Retention

72%

83%

Guests who value 
knowledgeable 
team members9

Guests who believe 
they know more than 
team members9

The Guest 
Expectations Gap

What It Looks Like

EVS can be contacted to 
inform them of a clean up 
that is needed quickly to 

keep guests safe

Thank 
you!

I know 
more! I’m more 

engaged!I’m more 
confident!

Jackpot payouts can be 
handled quickly to 

maintain the excitement of 
the guest and get the 
machine back online

All team members hear 
messages when their 

shift starts so they 
don’t miss key 

communications

Covid protocols are integrated 
into daily Pre-Shift messages

Team members are periodically 
reminded to sign guests up for 

their loyalty program

Promotional messages are 
recorded and scheduled in 

Theatro's Content 
Distribution Manager
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9 Source: https://www.theatro.com/ideas-and-insights/infographic-assisted-selling-gets-an-upgrade/
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How It WorksHow It Works

The 
Communicator

It all starts with Theatro’s Communicator, a mobile computer that intelligently 
connects your entire hourly workforce through a simple voice-controlled interface. 
The Communicator is part of Theatro’s as-a-service solution and is provided as 
part of the Essential Bundle at no additional cost. System health and performance 
are constantly monitored, and upgrades are delivered to you automatically.

Intelligent 
Assistant

At the center of our Voice-controlled Platform is Theatro’s Intelligent Assistant. 
Through a simple voice prompt, the Intelligent Assistant connects your team 
members to the right people in your organization and accesses critical enterprise 
data from your corporate systems. 

Voice-
controlled 
Platform

Theatro’s voice-controlled collaboration platform is an extensible and API-
rich platform that allows workforce-optimized apps to seamlessly interact with 
systems for human capital management, task management, and more. Theatro’s 
platform also supports an ecosystem of complementary partner apps that add 
layers of features, sophistication, and agility that helps enterprises solve some of 
casino’s toughest challenges.

Content 
Distribution 
Manager

Theatro’s Content Distribution Manager allows leadership teams to pre-record 
and schedule communication for immediate delivery or for a future date and time 
and allows the communication to be targeted to a specified audience. Automate 
the delivery of mission-critical messages to every hourly team member, including 
training and compliance messages. 

Key apps:

Workforce- 
Optimized  
Apps

Our suite of workforce apps is designed to allow hourly team 
members to access the information they need instantly with a 
simple voice command. Frontline associates are enabled to answer 
any question, anytime—improving guest service and the on-
property experience

Theatro’s Manager’s App is iOS and Android compatible app that 
provides managers on the go with access to Theatro’s on-property 
capabilities, improving span of control. You can talk privately with 
individual team members, communicate with an entire property 
or department, and monitor performance… all from Theatro’s 
Manager’s App.

Manager's 
App



If you are looking for a solution to connect your frontline and create OneTeam 
across your organization to unlock productivity and empower your team to deliver 
exceptional guest experiences—let’s talk. We would love to share how casino’s 
best are benefiting from Theatro’s innovation. Click here to contact us:

Theatro’s heads up & hands-free solution enables enterprises Theatro’s heads up & hands-free solution enables enterprises 
to unlock the value of their frontline teams by connecting them  to unlock the value of their frontline teams by connecting them  
to the people and information they need to do their jobs ... all to the people and information they need to do their jobs ... all 
done through the power of voice! Theatro’s solution enables done through the power of voice! Theatro’s solution enables 
team members in gaming, hospitality, retail, and manufacturing team members in gaming, hospitality, retail, and manufacturing 
to provide outstanding guest experiences while driving team to provide outstanding guest experiences while driving team 
member productivity and operational profitability.member productivity and operational profitability.

For more information, visit For more information, visit theatro.com

307 Hilltop Avenue
Richardson, TX 75081
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214.501.0474

info@theatro.com

Book a demoBook a demo

Are You Ready to Boost Casino Are You Ready to Boost Casino 
Performance with Theatro?Performance with Theatro?

https://www.theatro.com/
https://www.theatro.com/contact-sales/

